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Introduction: Body weight can affect exposure, safety and efficacy of antibody-based

therapies; sometimes these effects may not be clinically relevant. Panitumumab is approved

for wild-type RAS metastatic colorectal cancer, using a body weight–based dosing regimen.

Recently, a report cited fixed-dose usage of panitumumab, rather than approved body

weight–based dosing. The current work evaluates optimal dosing regimen scientifically

based on clinical data, modeling and simulation. Herein, we assessed the effect of fixed

and body weight–based dosing on panitumumab pharmacokinetics to determine which

approach resulted in the least interpatient pharmacokinetic variability.

Patients and Methods: From the Vectibix program, 352 patients enrolled in three studies

were evaluated; they had received panitumumab (body weight–based dose: 6 mg/kg every 2

weeks) and had pharmacokinetic (maximum serum [Cmax] and trough [Cmin] concentrations)

and body weight data available. Additionally, concentration-time profiles at fixed (480 mg)

and body weight–based doses (6 mg/kg) were simulated using a population pharmacokinetics

model developed from 1200 patients.

Results: After administration of panitumumab 6 mg/kg, Cmax and Cmin increased with

increasing body weight; the mean Cmax and Cmin for patients weighing <65 kg (lower

quartile) were 23% and 30% lower, respectively, than for those weighing >88 kg (upper

quartile). The simulated area under the concentration–time curve (AUC) data also indicated

that overall panitumumab exposure increased with increasing body weight for the body

weight–based regimen. When AUC was simulated for a fixed dose (480 mg), the opposite

effect was observed. Over the range of body weights, interpatient variability in simulated

AUC was lower for the weight-based dose (29%) than for the fixed dose (34%).

Conclusion: Results demonstrate that the weight-based dose (6 mg/kg) reduced variability

in panitumumab exposure across the range of body weights compared with the fixed-dose

approach, indicating that a body weight–based approach is the recommended patient dosing

strategy.

Keywords: panitumumab, pharmacokinetics, dose-exposure relationship, body weight, area

under the curve, colorectal neoplasms

Introduction
Ideal dosing strategies provide minimal interpatient variability, optimizing thera-

peutic outcomes.1 Body weight can have an effect on exposure, safety, and efficacy

for antibody-based therapies. Dosages are often prescribed based on body weight

when these effects are clinically relevant.1 Although there is no consensus for

whether an investigational biologic dose should be fixed or body weight–based
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for first-in-human trials, it is recommended by the US

Food and Drug Administration (FDA) that a full assess-

ment of pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics be

undertaken to reduce interpatient variability and assess

optimal dosing to improve efficacy and safety.1

Panitumumab (Vectibix®; Amgen Inc., Thousand

Oaks, CA, USA; www.amgen.com), a human monoclonal

antibody targeting the epidermal growth factor receptor

(EGFR), has demonstrated efficacy in wild-type RAS

metastatic colorectal cancer (mCRC).2,3 The approved

body weight–based dosing regimen of 6 mg/kg every 2

weeks (Q2W) was supported by scientific clinical study.4,5

Panitumumab pharmacokinetics are characterized by

a 2-compartment model with linear and nonlinear

clearance6 and a volume of distribution (Vd) of approxi-

mately 40 mL/kg, consistent with saturable binding to

EGFR.7 Additionally, panitumumab exposure increased

proportionally between 2 and 6 mg/kg.7

For some biologics, such as panitumumab, body

weight–based dosing is necessary to achieve efficacy and

safety after thorough dose optimization;8,9 however, it has

been suggested that a fixed-dose approach may be used,

rather than the label of body weight–based dosing.8,9

Hendrikx et al recommended panitumumab doses of 300

and 500 mg Q2W for patients weighing 40–80 and

80–140 kg, respectively, instead of the approved body

weight–based regimen.9

The objective of this analysis was to assess the effect of

body weight on panitumumab pharmacokinetics in order to

evaluate whether a fixed dose would reduce interpatient

variability compared with the FDA-approved body weight–

based dosing. Data from 352 patients receiving panitumumab

at body weight–based dosing (6 mg/kg Q2W) with pharma-

cokinetic data (maximum observed serum concentration

[Cmax], minimum [trough] observed concentration [Cmin]),

and recorded body weight available from three clinical trials

(NCT00089635, NCT00083616, NCT00113763) were eval-

uated. Additionally, using the published pharmacokinetic

model for panitumumab,6 simulation was performed to eval-

uate the variability of panitumumab area under the concen-

tration versus time curve (AUC) over the dosing interval

(AUCtau) using the fixed-dose approach versus the recom-

mended body weight–based dose.

Patients and Methods
The study protocols for the three clinical trials assessed

were approved by the appropriate institutional review

boards and independent ethics committees at participating

study centers and were conducted in accordance with the

Declaration of Helsinki (Supplemental Table S1). All

patients in these studies provided written informed consent

prior to the initiation of the respective studies. All studies

included in our analysis were published, multicenter, open-

label trials evaluating panitumumab 6 mg/kg Q2W in

patients with mCRC.10,11 Patients with available Cmax and

Cmin and a recorded body weight were included in the

analysis; demographic data were also collected. For

patients with pharmacokinetic data available and

a recorded body weight at baseline, concentration-time

profiles were determined on the basis of actual patient

data.

In addition, concentration-time profiles were simulated

using a fixed dose and the approved body weight–based

dose from a previously published population pharmacoki-

netics model developed based on approximately 1200

patients.6 The fixed dose used for the simulation was

selected based on median baseline body weight across

the clinical studies and the approved body weight–based

dose (6 mg/kg).7 Based on a median body weight of 80 kg

and the approved panitumumab dose of 6 mg/kg, a fixed

dose of 480 mg was used for the simulation.

The population pharmacokinetic model used for the

simulation was a 2-compartment model with parallel

linear and nonlinear clearance. The error model included

both proportional and additive error, which improved

the model substantially versus models with only propor-

tional or additive error. The final model estimated that

for a typical 60-year-old male patient with mCRC

weighing 80 kg (the approximate median body weight

of patients included the model), estimates for the linear

clearance, the maximum nonlinear clearance (maximum

elimination rate [Vmax]/Michaelis-Menten constant

[Km]), the central volume of distribution (V1), periph-

eral volume of distribution (V2) and the Km were 0.273

L/d, 28.4 L/d, 3.95 L, 2.59 L and 0.426 µg/mL, respec-

tively. Final model covariates included body weight,

sex, and cancer type on clearance, body weight and

age on Vmax, and body weight and sex on central V1.

Using the final model, panitumumab pharmacokinetic

profiles were generated for 1000 virtual patients by

Monte Carlo simulation of fixed dose (480 mg) Q2W

and body weight–based dose (6 mg/kg) Q2W, using

body weights reflective of body weights across the

patient population in the three clinical trials.10,11

AUCtau was calculated using noncompartmental analysis

from the simulated pharmacokinetic profiles, using
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linear trapezoidal integration as a method of estimation.

Interpatient variability was determined for all pharma-

cokinetic parameters.

Results
Of the 619 patients enrolled in the three studies and assigned

to panitumumab, a total of 352 patients received panitumu-

mab at body weight–based dosing of 6 mg/kg Q2W and had

pharmacokinetic and body weight data available.

Demographic data for all 619 patients are shown in Table

1. After administration of panitumumab, Cmax and Cmin

increased with increasing body weight (Figure 1A and B).

The mean Cmax and Cmin for patients weighing <65 kg (lower

quartile) were 23% and 30% lower, respectively, than for

those weighing >88 kg (upper quartile). For lower versus

upper body weight quartiles, mean Cmax was 143 versus 187

µg/mL; mean Cmin was 27 versus 38 µg/mL. The variability

contributed from body weight was lower than observed total

variability (37–59%).

Using population pharmacokinetic modeling and simu-

lation, the simulated AUCtau data indicated that, overall,

panitumumab exposure increased with increasing body

weight with weight-based dosing (Figure 2A). For the

fixed dose (480 mg), the opposite effect was observed;

overall, panitumumab exposure decreased with increasing

body weight (Figure 2B).

Over the wide range of patient body weights, the total

variability in simulated AUCtau was lower for the weight-

based dose (29%) than for the fixed dose (34%; Table 2),

as expected. Additionally, the difference in median AUCtau

between patients with body weight in upper and lower

quartiles was smaller for weight-based (40%) than fixed

(80%) dosing.

Discussion
The most appropriate dosing regimen for individual

monoclonal antibodies is variable and dependent on

Table 1 Demographics and Baseline Characteristics of All Enrolled

Patients Assigned to Panitumumab from Three Clinical Trials

Median Mean (SD) n (%)

Age

Male 63.0 61.7 (10.5) 360 (58.2)

Female 59.0 59.3 (10.4) 259 (41.8)

Body weight

Male 81.8 82.7 (17.0) 360 (58.2)

Race/ethnicity

White 81.4 82.1 (16.5) 320 (51.7)

Black 92.6 89.2 (20.0) 21 (3.4)

Hispanic 76.4 85.2 (19.8) 13 (2.1)

Asian 71.0 71.0 (15.0) 2 (0.3)

Othera 104.1 99.9 (17.3) 4 (0.6)

Femaleb 65.0 69.2 (19.1) 258 (41.7)

Race/ethnicity

White 65.0 69.3 (19.8) 203 (32.8)

Black 65.5 68.9 (17.8) 29 (4.7)

Hispanic 68.4 71.3 (16.1) 20 (3.2)

Asian 55.3 59.2 (8.1) 5 (0.8)

Othera 58.2 58.2 (0) 1 (0.2)

Sex

Male – – 360 (58.2)

Female – – 259 (41.8)

Race/ethnicity – –

White – – 524 (84.7)

Black – – 50 (8.1)

Hispanic – – 33 (5.3)

Asian – – 7 (1.1)

Othera – – 5 (0.8)

Notes: aOther includes all race categories other than White, Black, Hispanic and

Asian; bEthnicity not available for 1 female patient.
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Figure 1 (A) Cmax and (B) Cmin concentration of serum panitumumab versus body weight for patients in clinical trials receiving panitumumab 6 mg/kg Q2W.

Abbreviations: Cmax, maximum observed concentration; Cmin, minimum observed concentration; Conc, concentration; Q2W, every 2 weeks.
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the effect of factors such as body weight on the phar-

macokinetics of the monoclonal antibody.12 The FDA

recommends that a full assessment of pharmacokinetics

be undertaken to reduce interpatient variability in drug

exposure with a view to optimizing dosing and improv-

ing efficacy and safety.1 Based on the results of Phase 3

studies, panitumumab was approved as a body weight–

based dose regimen for the treatment of mCRC.4

However, it is suggested that a fixed-dose approach

has practical advantages in clinical practice;12 for exam-

ple, a fixed dose may simplify dose administration,

streamline compounding and reduce medication

error.8,9 Fixed doses of panitumumab are not FDA

approved, but have been suggested;9 therefore, we

assessed the body weight–based variability in exposure

to the body weight–adjusted dose (6 mg/kg) across three

clinical trials, and compared the FDA-approved body

weight–based dosing with a fixed-dose approach in

a simulated model.

In our analysis of pharmacokinetic data from clinical

trials using body weight–based dosing, Cmax and Cmin

increased with increasing body weight. In the simulation,

the weight-based dose (6 mg/kg) led to substantially less

variability in panitumumab exposure across the range of

body weights than did fixed dosing (480 mg), supporting

the premise that a body weight–based approach leads to

less variability in drug exposure across patients.8

A population pharmacokinetic model of panitumumab

was developed using serum concentration data from 1200

patients and 14 clinical studies. This analysis found that

body weight, age, sex, and cancer type contributed to

interindividual variability in panitumumab pharmacoki-

netics. However, age, sex, and cancer type were found to

contribute only minimally to the total variability in pani-

tumumab exposure (using AUCss as the indicator);6 there-

fore, dose adjustments based on these covariates are

considered unnecessary.7 In contrast, body weight made

the greatest contribution to interpatient variability; when
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Figure 2 Simulated AUCtau values for 1000 patients modeled to receive panitumumab at (A) body weight–based dose (6 mg/kg) and (B) fixed dose (480 mg) based on the

published population pharmacokinetic model.6

Abbreviation: AUCtau, area under the concentration versus time curve over the dosing interval.

Table 2 Simulated AUCtau Values for Patients Modeled to Receive Panitumumab Q2W as a Fixed or Body Weight–Based

Dose

Dose Mean AUCtau, ug·d/mL (95% CI) CV, % Low BWa High BWb Ratioc

480 mgd,e 1216 (1189–1243) 34 1582 897 1.8

6 mg/kge 1093 (1073–1112) 29 908 1254 1.4

Notes: aLow BW represents the median AUCtau for patients with body weight in the lower quartile; bHigh BW represents the median AUCtau for patients

with body weight in the upper quartile; cRatio for AUC values for the low BW and high BW groups; the greater value is divided by the lesser value; dFixed

dose was calculated based on 6 mg/kg × 80 kg (the approximate median body weight in the population); ePanitumumab pharmacokinetic profiles were

generated for 1000 virtual patients by Monte Carlo simulation of fixed dose (480 mg) Q2W and body weight–based dose (6 mg/kg) Q2W; AUCtau was

calculated using noncompartmental analysis from the simulated pharmacokinetic profiles.

Abbreviations: AUCtau, area under the concentration versus time curve over the dosing interval; BW, body weight; CI, confidence interval; CV, coefficient

of variation; Q2W, every 2 weeks.
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expressed as the log-transformed AUCss, the body weight–

based dose regimen reduced the total variance in exposure

by 69.2%.6 Moreover, when considering pharmacokinetic

variability in this analysis, 97% of all patients treated with

panitumumab 6 mg/kg Q2W had steady-state Cmin >3.83

μg/mL, indicating panitumumab remained above pharma-

cologically meaningful concentrations.7 This provides

further support that dosing based on body weight is rea-

sonable and adequate.

Body mass index, body surface area, lean body mass,

or ideal body weight have been proposed as alternative

parameters for body size–adjusted dosing. Although lean

body mass accounts for less variability in AUCss than

body weight,6 body weight is preferable because it is

more conveniently obtained clinically.6 Other body size

measurements would require imputation,6 and have the

potential to contribute to dosing error.

Data from clinical trials and from pharmacokinetic

simulations indicate that the approved body weight–

based dosing (6 mg/kg Q2W) results in less variability in

panitumumab exposure across patient body weights than

does a fixed dose. Exposure-response analysis may also be

used to support body weight–based dosing; however, in

the three studies supporting the efficacy of monotherapy,

the first blood sample to assess panitumumab serum con-

centration was not collected until week 7. Approximately

one-quarter of patients had discontinued panitumumab

before week 7 of the study and did not have any pharma-

cokinetic data available. The lack of pharmacokinetic data

available for patients who discontinue early may lead to

bias in any traditional attempt to model effectiveness as

a function of pharmacokinetics. Thus, there appears to be

no feasible way to conduct an analysis of these data with-

out introducing survivor bias. Nonetheless, it is expected

that less variability in panitumumab exposure would be

beneficial in terms of clinical outcomes. Importantly, body

weight–based dosing was approved by the FDA based on

the efficacy and safety associated with panitumumab in

clinical trials;4 any proposal to change the dosing approach

would need a full assessment of efficacy and safety,

including an assessment of practical benefits resulting

from the simplified approach to dose administration.

Conclusions
In conclusion, the approved body weight–based dosing for

panitumumab of 6 mg/kg Q2W regimen was supported by

scientific clinical study data and pharmacokinetic model-

ing and simulations to provide optimal panitumumab

exposure over the range of body weights of patients

receiving the drug in clinical trials, suggesting this dose

regimen would provide optimal clinical benefit.

Abbreviations
AUC, area under the concentration–time curve; AUCSS, area

under the concentration–time curve at steady-state; AUCtau,

area under the concentration–time curve at steady-state over

the dosing interval; BW, body weight; CI, confidence inter-

val; Cmax, maximal (peak) observed serum concentration;

Cmin, minimum (trough) observed serum concentration; CV,

coefficient of variation; EGFR, epidermal growth factor

receptor; FDA, US Food and Drug Administration; Km,

Michaelis Menten constant; mCRC, metastatic colorectal

cancer; Q2W, every 2 weeks; V1, central volume of distribu-

tion; V2, peripheral volume of distribution; Vd, volume of

distribution; Vmax, maximum velocity.
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